**INTERNATIONAL SUPPLIERS**

**MOE | Bosnien**

**PIMS ELEKTRO OPREMA d.o.o**


**Produkte/Services:** Schaltchränkbau und Kabelkonfektionierung • Baugruppenmontage und Outsourcing • Blechbearbeitung...

**Kontakt**

Mr. Denis Pačak, dipl.oec
Tel: 00387 31 941 458
denis.pacak@peo.ba
www.pims-elektro-oprema.com

**Estonian Electronics Industries Association**

EESTI is a voluntary non-profit organisation, whose primary objective is to promote cooperation between member companies, schools and public sector to increase competitiveness of Estonian electronics industry. Companies cover all aspects of electronics industry value chain: engineering and product design, components and consumables, equipment, tools and maintenance, manufacturing, after sales, human resources, education and training.

**Products/Services:** Computers • Electronic Systems • Electronic Components • Electronic and Optical Devices

**Contact**

Mr. Arno Kolk, General Manager
Tel.: +372 56665778
arno.kolk@estonianelectronics.eu
www.estonianelectronics.eu

**MOE | Estland**

**METALOBRADA**

Metalobrada was founded in 1984 and since the beginning of its activities has been dealing with the production of machine elements made from a variety of metal types, by machine elaboration. At our business location we own thirty five different machines for metal elaboration, from classical turning machines to the most avant-garde CNC machines.

**Products/Services:** Milling • Drilling • CNC Machining • CNC Turning • Simple Sets • Pipe Reinforcements • Machine Elements • Heat Exchangers

**Contact**

Mr. Marin Micetic
Tel: +385 5125 0821
metalobrada@metalobrada.hr
www.metalobrada.hr

**MOE | Kroatien**

**Radio - Moto d.o.o.**

Radio - Moto d.o.o. is a professional radiocommunication company with long-term (over 10 years) cooperation and authorization from Motorola. For our customers we provide complete support: from the conceptual, project, implementation to the trading process, and afterwards maintenance of the delivered system.

**Products/Services:** Application Solutions • Commercial Radio Stations • Communication Accessories • Professional Antenna Systems • Professional Radio Stations Motorola

**Contact**

Mr. Željko Grižić
+385 1 2337 627
radio.moto@radio-moto.hr
www.radio-moto.hr

**MOE | Kroatien**

**ROKVELAS UAB**

Rokvelas offers metal working services and production and assembly of non standard machinery and technological equipment. Our strategy is to consolidate our positions in Lithuanian and foreign metal working market. We value responsibility; great team work; orientation to long-lasting partnerships and innovations.

**Products/Services:** Electroplating • Galvanizing • Logistics • Machinery • Metal • Metal Bending • Metal Cutting • Milling • Painting • Polishing • Punching • Rolling • Sandblasting • Sheet Metal • Turning • Welding

**Contact**

Mr. Darius Venclovas
Chief of Sales
Phone: + 370 454 46803
darius.venclovas@rokvelas.lt
www.rokvelas.lt

**MOE | Litauen**

**Eesti Elektronika Ühendus**

Eesti Elektronika Ühendus is a voluntary non-profit organisation, whose primary objective is to promote cooperation between member companies, schools and public sector to increase competitiveness of Estonian electronics industry. Companies cover all aspects of electronics industry value chain: engineering and product design, components and consumables, equipment, tools and maintenance, manufacturing, after sales, human resources, education and training.

**Products/Services:** Computers • Electronic Systems • Electronic Components • Electronic and Optical Devices

**Contact**

Mr. Arno Kolk, General Manager
Tel.: +372 56665778
arno.kolk@estonianelectronics.eu
www.estonianelectronics.eu

**MOE | Litauen**

**Radio - Moto d.o.o.**

Radio - Moto d.o.o. is a professional radiocommunication company with long-term (over 10 years) cooperation and authorization from Motorola. For our customers we provide complete support: from the conceptual, project, implementation to the trading process, and afterwards maintenance of the delivered system.

**Products/Services:** Application Solutions • Commercial Radio Stations • Communication Accessories • Professional Antenna Systems • Professional Radio Stations Motorola

**Contact**

Mr. Željko Grižić
+385 1 2337 627
radio.moto@radio-moto.hr
www.radio-moto.hr

**MOE | Litauen**

**ROKVELAS UAB**

Rokvelas offers metal working services and production and assembly of non standard machinery and technological equipment. Our strategy is to consolidate our positions in Lithuanian and foreign metal working market. We value responsibility; great team work; orientation to long-lasting partnerships and innovations.

**Products/Services:** Electroplating • Galvanizing • Logistics • Machinery • Metal • Metal Bending • Metal Cutting • Milling • Painting • Polishing • Punching • Rolling • Sandblasting • Sheet Metal • Turning • Welding

**Contact**

Mr. Darius Venclovas
Chief of Sales
Phone: + 370 454 46803
darius.venclovas@rokvelas.lt
www.rokvelas.lt